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Ref: ES619

Price: 69,995€
Apartment
Los Montesinos
2
1
65m² Build Size

Los Montesinos ApartmentThe apartment comprises of two bedrooms, one bathroom,
independent kitchen, reception hall, roof top solarium with spectacular views over the
local salt lakes and mountains, and its own private underground parking.This apartment
is just minutes away from shops, bars restaurants, supermarkets, etc. The golden sandy
Blue Flag beaches of Costa Blanca South are only 15 minutes away by car.The small
traditional Spanish town of Los Montesinos is well located close to the larger town of
Torrevieja.Torrevieja Torrevieja is located amongst lagoons, on a great plain, a
destinatio...(Ask for More Details!)
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Los Montesinos ApartmentThe apartment comprises of two bedrooms, one bathroom, independent kitchen,
reception hall, roof top solarium with spectacular views over the local salt lakes and mountains, and its own
private underground parking.This apartment is just minutes away from shops, bars restaurants,
supermarkets, etc. The golden sandy Blue Flag beaches of Costa Blanca South are only 15 minutes away by
car.The small traditional Spanish town of Los Montesinos is well located close to the larger town of
Torrevieja.Torrevieja Torrevieja is located amongst lagoons, on a great plain, a destination of great
importance. The current municipality grew nextto a tower (Torre), the old one (la Vieja), which gave it its
name along with some natural characteristics that have marked itshistory and its daily life. The area boasts
some splendid beaches, with which it has developed its tourist capacity incombination with its seafaring and
salt-making tradition. Today, also, the production of Salt, one of the main Europeanproducers, has a
competitor in international recognition, the Cuban dances and its International contest, declared as being
ofInternational tourist interest, which celebrates in homage to the “Torrevejeneses” that traded with Cuba,
colony from whichthey brought these melodies. For sightseeing in Torrevieja you can enjoy the harbour, the
fish market, the Church of La Inmaculata Conception, the Iglesiade Nuestra Señora del Rosario, tour of the
S-61 Delfin submarine and the museum of sea and salt. Torrevieja is surroundedby the salt lakes of the
Laguna Salada de la Mata and the Laguna Salada de Torrevieja and as a result the climate is meantto be
very healthy especially for people with arthritus.The salt lakes are protected and form a natural habitat for
numerous protected species of bird such as the greater Flamingoand Montagu’s harrier. Torrevieja is almost
becoming a city it is expanding so rapidly and as a result facilities are very good with three excellenthospitals.
There are also private and national health clinics with many doctors and dentists of all nationalities.
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